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Abstract

Due to modern technology trends such as decreasing fea-
ture sizes and lower voltage levels, fault tolerance is becom-
ing increasingly important in computing systems. Shared
memory in modern multiprocessor systems is supported by
cache coherence mechanisms. The correctness of cache
coherence of the system is crucial for the data integrity.
This work proposes an error detection scheme for snooping-
based cache coherence protocols. For the widely used MESI
coherence protocol, the proposed method does not intro-
duce any performance overhead. Only a limited amount
of additional hardware is required. Existing systems can be
easily extended to support the proposed technique. Almost
all single faults that are able to affect data integrity in the
system are covered, with the exception of a few very rare
cases. Experimental results involving fault injection do not
encounter any undetected faults leading to corrupted appli-
cation output.

Keywords: error detection, cache, coherence, snooping,

safety, low-cost

1 Introduction

The importance of fault tolerance (FT) of computing

systems is increasing instantly nowadays [14]. This is a

consequence of the technology trends which try to follow

Moore’s law. Smaller feature size, greater chip density, and

minimal power consumption lead to increasing device vul-

nerability to external disturbances such as radiation, internal

problems such as crosstalk, and other reliability problems.

This results in an increasing number of faults, especially

transients, in computing systems.
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After the switch from tubes to more reliable transis-

tors and until recently, strong FT used to be a requirement

only of special-purpose high-end computing systems. The

technology reliability was considered sufficient, and only a

few FT techniques, such as Error Correcting Codes [13] in

memory, were usually used. However, according to [14, 6],

the technology trends will pose more and more reliability

issues in future. This means, in turn, that FT features are

required even in PCs.

Current trends in computer architecture demonstrate an

increasing interest in multiprocessor systems [3]. Multipro-

cessors feature a distributed and/or shared memory hierar-

chy. To enhance programmability, the details of the mem-

ory structure are typically hidden from the application de-

veloper, for whom the memory structure appears as a sin-

gle shared memory accessible from all the nodes. This is

achieved by employing cache coherence protocols which

guarantee a consistent memory view for different nodes [7].

Cache coherence plays a very important role in multipro-

cessors, providing data integrity. For example, it guarantees

that, when one processor has changed data at a certain mem-

ory address, other processors in the system get a fresh copy

of these data when they read them. Thus, faulty cache co-

herence hardware can lead to data integrity violation. In the

above example, if the cache coherence hardware fails to no-

tify a reading processor about the changes another proces-

sor has made to the data, it will work with wrong (outdated)

data, produce other wrong data on this basis, etc.

This work proposes a concurrent error detection tech-

nique addressing cache coherence in multiprocessors. The

concept of watchdog processors [8] is used. A watchdog

processor is an external logic that dynamically verifies the

operation of a controlled logic based on certain informa-

tion received from it. The proposed technique addresses

multiprocessors with snooping-based cache coherence. The

operation of the coherence logic and storage elements hold-

ing coherence states in every cache is dynamically verified



by external logic (checker(s)) located on other cache(s) or

on special circuit(s) snooping the system network. Each

checker has a local store with tag information for all the

cache lines residing in the checked cache, but not the data.

The checkers snoop all messages on the network and filter

those related to the checked cache. Based on these messages

and the tag information they contain, the checkers maintain

correct state of each cache line, and check the correctness

of its state in the checked cache. Wrong states, which might

result in violated data integrity in the system, are detected

and signaled. In addition to this, the checkers partly verify

the operation of the communication logic, making sure, for

example, that every request is answered.

The main features that distinguish our proposal from the

related approaches discussed in Section 2 are:

• Low or zero performance overhead. There is no per-

formance overhead for the MESI protocol verification

discussed in this paper.

• Limited hardware overhead comparable to the cheap-

est alternatives.

• The design is scalable in that the overhead is linear to

the number of nodes in the system.

• It is relatively easy to extend an existing system with

the coherence checking. The checkers have to be at-

tached to the network, and a few bits have to be added

to the messages.

• The benefits come at the price of a reduced fault cover-

age in comparison with some other approaches which

introduce considerably more overhead.

Section 2 describes related work and compares it with

the proposed method. Section 3 provides the details of the

proposed technique, discusses possible design options, and

gives an example implementation for the MESI coherence

protocol. Section 4 analyzes the fault coverage of the pro-

posed method, and presents the experimental results. Sec-

tion 5 draws conclusions and discusses future work.

2 Related Work

Several dynamic cache coherence verification techniques

have been proposed. All of them introduce a certain hard-

ware overhead needed for the additional logic. Most tech-

niques increase the communication network bandwidth re-

quirements, which means either a performance penalty or a

hardware overhead. Unlike previous proposals, our method

introduces almost no network bandwidth overhead (only a

few bits must be added to each message). However, this is

achieved at the expense of a limited coverage of network

faults that can lead to global errors (conflicts in coherence

states of different nodes). We rely on the communication

network to provide a reasonable robustness. In addition,

in comparison with existing methods, ours requires mini-

mal effort for incorporating coherence errors detection into

a system. The cache controllers have to be extended to add

the required bits to the coherence messages, and the check-

ers have to be connected to the network.

Cantin, Lipasti and Smith [4] proposed a method based

on the watchdog processor concept. A checker circuit is

placed on each cache and implements a simplified version

of the coherence protocol used. The checker maintains

its own copy of the tags. When a state of a cache line

changes, the necessary information is sent to the checker.

The checker recomputes the coherence transaction and ver-

ifies the states delivered by the cache. In addition to a local,

the checker performs a global verification. The new state

is broadcast to the checkers of other caches in the system,

using a special logical network. The other checkers make

sure that the new state of the broadcasting cache does not

conflict with their own states.

Compared to [4], our scheme requires significantly less

hardware and performance overhead. In [4], every state

change requires the controller to submit the new state and

some other related information to the checker. We only

require the controller to add a few bits to the broadcast

messages. Furthermore, the global verification in [4] re-

quires a dedicated logical network. This network can use

the existing hardware communication resources, increasing

the network traffic and potentially introducing performance

overhead. Alternatively, this network can use additional,

dedicated hardware resources, increasing the cost. Our ap-

proach does not feature a global verification. Consequently,

no hardware and/or time is required for that. In additon,

unlike [4], our approach not only verifies the state transi-

tions of cache lines, but also makes sure that appropriate

messages appear on the network.

Meixner and Sorin [10] developed the Token Coherence

Signature Checker (TCSC) scheme. TCSC addresses mem-

ory systems utilizing Token Coherence [9], but can also

be applied to the traditional invalidation-based snooping

and directory coherence protocols, if they are interpreted

in terms of token coherence. TCSC keeps two signatures

on every cache and memory controller. One signature rep-

resents the history of coherence states for all the blocks in

cache or memory, and the other incorporates the history of

data values stored. Periodically these signatures are sent to

the verifier(s). The verifier determines if any conflicting co-

herence states appeared in different places and if data prop-

agated incorrectly. TCSC requires additional information to

be included in the coherence messages and introduces extra

traffic by submitting the signatures to the verifier. Imple-

menting the snooping MOSI protocol requires even more

additional messages. TCSC introduces a theoretical worst-



case bandwidth overhead of 4.54% for the Token Coher-

ence, 10% to 5% (with some optimizations) for snooping-

based protocols, and 15% to 10% for directory protocols.

TCSC also requires additional hardware to compute the sig-

natures and for the verifier(s).

TCSC can be considered more general than our scheme,

targeting not only snooping-based coherence protocols.

As [4], TCSC performs global conflicts checking, while we

do it only to a limited extent. However, our scheme intro-

duces almost no network bandwidth overhead, which means

a minimal cost and no performance overhead. TCSC re-

quires verifiers, which can become a bottleneck in systems

with a large number of caches. In this case, TCSC adds

additional verifiers, possibly creating hierarchies of them.

The hardware overhead of our approach is always linear in

the number of caches. However, in our scheme, like in [4],

the hardware overhead per cache depends on the size of the

cache, because the state of the cache lines is kept in the

checkers. In TCSC the overhead per cache does not depend

on the size of the cache.

In a work prior to TCSC, Sorin, Hill, and Wood [15]

computed signatures locally and submitted them periodi-

cally to a central verifier, similar to TCSC. They used a

different algorithm for computing the signatures and had

different signatures for the coherence and messages history.

The technique is limited to snooping systems and provides

slightly less fault coverage than TCSC, but introduces less

network bandwidth overhead. Our method requires even

less bandwidth overhead at the expense of a weaker inter-

connect fault coverage.

Fernandez-Pascual, Garcia, Acacio, and Duato [5] pro-

posed a fault tolerant token coherence protocol capable of

tolerating transient errors in the CMP interconnection net-

work. This is achieved by running several different timers

that start the “token recreation” process when a correspond-

ing timeout is detected. Unlike this work, we mostly target

the faults in the cache coherence logic, not in the intercon-

nection network.

3 Cache Coherence Verification

This section presents a design implementing the pro-

posed technique. General design decisions, which are suit-

able for many snooping-based coherence protocols, and

their motivation are described in Section 3.1. A detailed

implementation example, specific for the widely used MESI

coherence protocol, is discussed in Section 3.2.

3.1 General Design Decisions

The cache coherence verification technique proposed in

this work addresses multiprocessor systems with a number

of nodes, each with a private cache, connected with a net-

work, such as a bus. Coherence is achieved by means of

a snooping-based protocol [7], such as MESI [11]. The

checkers can reside on other than the controlled caches, or

on separate bodies connected to the network. In the first

case, some logic processing the incoming messages can be

shared between the checker and its host cache, reducing the

hardware overhead introduced by the checkers. Thus, this

configuration is preferred. Figure 1 depicts the proposed

system structure with a bus as the interconnection network.

Note that in Figure 1, cache number i incorporates a checker

for the cache number i-1. However, this is not necessary,

any distribution of the checkers is possible. Later it will be

shown that placing checkers as far as possible from the con-

trolled caches is even desirable for increasing the network

fault coverage.

  

Figure 1. Proposed system structure

A checker needs some information about each line of the

controlled cache, such as its block address and current co-

herence protocol state. Hence, the checker keeps the tag of

each line, but not the data. Keeping the data provides no

benefit. It implies a large hardware overhead, but does not

help in error detection. Verifying the data would require ev-

ery local processor write to be broadcast on the network (to

inform the checker), which implies a network traffic over-

head that we do not consider feasible. It is more practical to

apply conventional protection methods to the data, such as

error detection/correction codes [13].

The controlled cache could notify the checker about all

state transformations through a special connection between

them. However, this would require special logic added to

the cache, as well as a dedicated communication line be-

tween the cache and its checker. These communication

lines would complicate the final design, requiring to place

and route them, and prevent locating checkers on arbitrary

places. Furthermore, adding extra hardware not only in-

creases the system cost, but also introduces new poten-

tial faulty points. To minimize the hardware and perfor-

mance overhead, we aim at designing the checkers as au-

tonomous as possible. Any special communication between

the caches and the checkers is avoided. The checker only

snoops the network, processing all the messages related to

the data in the controlled cache. Based on this informa-

tion, it maintains its own states, and verifies the states on the

controlled cache. A mismatch of the checker’s and the con-



trolled cache’s states for a cache line signals an error. In ad-

dition to this, by snooping the messages from other caches,

the checker makes sure that the states in other caches do not

conflict with the states on the controlled cache. Besides the

states, the checkers verify the network transactions, initiated

both by the controlled cache and the rest of the system (ad-

dressed to the controlled cache). For example, it makes sure

that every memory request of the controlled cache is an-

swered, that the controlled cache does not attempt to write

back an invalid cache line, etc. Thus, by connecting the

checkers to the system network instead of a dedicated com-

munication line, we gain some additional control of the net-

work interface (both of the checked cache and of other en-

tities communicating with it), and the network itself.

The effectiveness of the proposed checker design can

be compared to the traditional logic duplication with com-

parison of the results. Inside the cache, the logic imple-

menting coherence, the coherence protocol state and tags

could be duplicated. Every state transition would require an

agreement between the replicated logic. The independent

checker has several advantages over this scheme. An inde-

pendent checker is most probably physically located further

away on the die (or on a different die) from the checked

logic. This reduces the probability of common faults. A

duplicated logic without modifications inherits possible de-

sign faults. The checker should be designed independently,

thus it has the potential to detect design and implementation

faults. Futhermore, as discussed earlier, the checker can im-

plement additional functionality, such as verification of the

network operation. The price to be paid for these advan-

tages is a possible increase of hardware cost (if the checker

needs more logic than the duplicated version). If the design

requires additional network traffic, a certain performance

overhead is also likely to appear.

The proposed technique is able to detect errors in the

cache coherence logic and in the storage elements where the

current states are kept. Upon error detection, depending on

the design, the system can be halted, a graceful degradation

may take place, or a recovery may be initiated. In the case of

graceful degradation, the erroneous node is switched off in

a multiprocessor environment, and its task is reassigned to a

different processor. Optionally, assuming the fault could be

transient, the node can be switched on again and tested for

permanent faults. If the system supports a recovery mecha-

nism, such as [16, 12], it can restart operation from the last

state which is known to be correct. Note that the technique

as presented in this paper does not favor recovery, because

the error detection latency is not fixed. Errors are detected

when a message holding the erroneous state appears on the

network. Checkpointing requires that at some moment the

system state is known to be correct. Additional activities

are required for this in the proposed scheme. For example,

the caches can send the current states of all the lines to the

checkers for verification. If the verification result is posi-

tive, a checkpoint can be created.

The proposed technique relies on the correctness of the

system network. Faults leading to network messages loss,

for example, are not reliably covered. If a request from one

cache neither reaches another cache nor its checker, the er-

ror is not going to be detected, unless it will lead to further

conflicting coherence actions. This is another reason why

it is better to place checkers further away from the checked

caches in the network: the chance that a lost message will

reach at least one of them increases.

3.2 Protocol-Specific Implementation

In this section the proposed idea is applied to the widely

used MESI cache coherence protocol [11]. The MESI pro-

tocol features four possible states for a cache line: Modified
(M), Exclusive (E), Shared (S), and Invalid (I). In the M
state, a valid copy of the line is present only in the owner’s

cache. The local processor has modified the line and can

write it again without notifying the other nodes, so it should

be invalidated in all the other caches. The E state means that

both the memory and the cache have a valid copy, but other

caches do not. The local processor can write it, switching

its state to M, without notifying other caches. The S state

indicates that the line is present in multiple caches and in

memory. The caches use it in read-only mode. A write

access requires sending a notification (invalidation) to other

nodes. The I state signals that the data in the line are invalid.

The implementation of the MESI protocol which is dis-

cussed in this work, with the required state transitions in

response to different requests, is demonstrated in Table 1.

The first column contains the request, coming either from

the local processor or from the network. The following re-

quests and network messages appear:

• PrRd – read request from the local processor.

• PrWr – write request from the local processor.

• BusRd – read request snooped from the network.

• BusRdX – read exclusive request from the network.

• BusWB – write back from a cache.

• Flush – flush request snooped from the network.

The second column defines the current state at which the

request is received. The third column shows the resulting

state of the transition induced by the request. The fourth

column lists messages that the cache sends to the network

in response to the received request. The fifth column de-

fines the corresponding actions required from the coherence

checker of this cache. The following syntax is used:



Table 1. MESI protocol state transitions and corresponding actions of the cache and its checker

Request Current State Next State Bus Message Checker Activity

PrRd M M - -

PrRd E E - -

PrRd S S - -

PrRd I E/S BusRd == I; Answer; → E/S

PrWr M M - -

PrWr E M - -

PrWr S M Flush == S; → M
PrWr I M BusRdX == I; Answer; → M

BusRd M S BusWB → S; Answer
BusRd E S BusWB → S; Answer
BusRd S S BusWB Answer
BusRd I I - No Answer

BusRdX M I BusWB → I; Answer
BusRdX E I BusWB → I; Answer
BusRdX S I BusWB → I; Answer
BusRdX I I - No Answer

Flush M - - Signal Error
Flush E - - Signal Error
Flush S I - → I; No Answer
Flush I I - No Answer

• == state – make sure the current state is state.

• → state – change the state to state.

• Answer – make sure the request is answered.

• No Answer – make sure request is not answered.

• Signal Error – report an error and stop operation.

Local processor read requests (PrRd) for cache lines in

any state except I are serviced within the node and do not

induce any network activity. They also do not change the

states, thus the checker does not need to be notified about

these events. PrRd for an invalid line leads to a BusRd re-

questing the line from the memory. Thus, when the checker

snoops a BusRd request from the checked cache, it knows

that this request can only appear for an invalid cache line,

and checks if the corresponding line is in the I state. Fur-

ther, the checker makes sure that the request is answered.

The architecture discussed here uses the conventional ap-

proach in which other caches answer read requests if pos-

sible. If other caches do not contain the requested data, the

memory answers. If the BusRd request is answered by the

memory, the cache line is not present in other caches, so its

state becomes E. Otherwise, other caches share the line, so

the state becomes S.

Local processor writes (PrWr) to lines in the state M do

not alter the state and do not produce any bus messages, thus

the checker is idle. PrWr to a line in the state E is the only

event which changes the state (to M), but which is not asso-

ciated with any network traffic. The checker can, therefore,

not know about this transition without a special notification

from the checked cache. Thus, a design decision has to be

made in this case. The checked cache could broadcast a

special notification message for the checker. However, this

implies that the cache controller has to be redesigned, and

some additional network traffic appears, which could pos-

sibly degrade performance if the network throughput is an

issue. There exists another solution, acceptable in this case.

The E to M transition is considered safe, and it is not com-

municated to the checker. This is reasonable because an

erroneous E to M transition will never affect the data in-

tegrity in the system, as can be seen from Table 1. Thus, to



minimize the performance and cost overhead, this transition

is allowed. If, after a silent E to M transition in a cache, its

checker receives a line in state M instead of the expected

E, it does not signal an error, but changes the state to M to

reestablish coherence with the checked cache. If an exter-

nal request arrives for a line whose M and E states are not

synchronized between the cache and the checker yet, it is

not problematic. As can be seen from Table 1, the checker

actions in response to external requests BusRd, BusRdX and

Flush are the same for the states M and E. For the exter-

nal read requests, the coherence states are changed to the

same one (S in the case of BusRd request and I in the case

of BusRdX request), thus the cache and the checker become

coherent again. Hence, no error will be reported or prop-

agated. PrWr on a line with the S state changes the state

to M and broadcasts an invalidation (Flush) request on the

bus. Hence, when a checker snoops a Flush request from the

checked cache, it makes sure that the old state is S (there are

no other states that produce the Flush request), and updates

the state. When a local write miss happens, the cache sends

the BusRdX request, to receive the necessary line and inval-

idate it in other caches. In this case the checker makes sure

the current state is I, that an answer arrives, and changes the

state to M.

When the checker snoops a read request (BusRd) for

a line which is present and valid in the checked cache, it

changes the state to S if necessary, and makes sure that the

checked cache answers with a BusWB message. If the re-

quested line is invalid in the checked cache, the checker

makes sure it does not answer. On a BusRdX request for

a valid line, the checker invalidates the line, and makes sure

the checked cache sends a BusWB answer. BusRdX for an

invalid line should produce no answer from the checked

cache.

Upon receiving a Flush request from the network, the

checker invalidates the corresponding line if it is in the state

S, and makes sure the checked cache does not answer. If a

Flush request is received for a line in the M or E state, an

error is reported, because it is an illegal situation: only lines

in the S state can send a Flush request.

Table 1 demonstrates the checker’s actions correspond-

ing to MESI transitions in the checked cache. It only par-

tially specifies the actual checker implementation, and does

not reflect some details like cache line evictions induced by

local misses. A full event-driven implementation specifi-

cation is given in Table 2. The checker snoops a network

message, and if it relates to data contained in the checked

cache, classifies it as a checked cache request, answer for

the checked cache, or request from another cache. It is

further processed depending on the particular message, as

shown in Table 2. The following additional actions com-

plete the specification of the checker:

• for all messages (requests and answers) snooped from

the checked cache, the checker verifies the current state

of the line, if available. This is the action which actu-

ally detects illegal state transitions and reports errors.

• the checker makes sure that every request from other

caches, if it hits, is answered by the checked cache.

• the checker makes sure that the checked cache never

answers with invalid data (lines with the state I).

• the checker makes sure that every answer to the

checked cache comes in response to a corresponding

request.

There are several necessary design decisions not mentioned

so far. To be able to check the current state of a line in the

checked cache, the checker needs to receive this state. This

could be achieved by letting the cache send notifications on

every state transition to its checker. However, as discussed

earlier, for optimization reasons this is avoided. In this work

the problem is solved by extending the network message

with the current state of the addressed cache line. All mes-

sages sent by the cache include the current state information

of the addressed line, which is used by the checker.

Another problem appears if the cache is not direct-

mapped, but features associativity. Upon a miss, the

checker needs to know where the incoming data will be

placed, to maintain the correct information about the lines in

the checked cache. The set can be easily determined by the

address which is present in the request. However, depend-

ing on the replacement policy used, the way number is de-

termined randomly or based on the access history. For line

replacement policies such as Least Recently Used (LRU),

the checker needs the whole cache access history to deter-

mine the way which will be used. It is not feasible to send

all this information from the cache, thus another solution is

needed. In this work it is solved by further extending the

network message with the way number of the cache line.

Thus, to support the proposed technique, the network

message format is extended with 2 bits for the current MESI

state, and a certain number of bits for the way where a cache

line resides (depends on the cache associativity). For ex-

ample, 1 bit is sufficient for a 2-way set-associative cache.

Hence, a total of 3 additional bits are added to the message

for the MESI protocol and 2-way set-associative caches.

4 Fault Coverage

This section discusses the fault coverage of the proposed

coherence verification method. The MESI-specific design

presented in Section 3.2 is considered. Section 4.1 analyti-

cally evaluates the fault coverage, and Section 4.2 presents

experimental results.



Table 2. Checker actions in response to snooped bus traffic

Bus Message Checker Activity

Requests from the checked cache:

BusRd or BusRdX == I: the line is either already invalid, or has previously been evicted and invalidated

Answer.

BusWB → I: this should be an eviction.

If another request follows, make sure it is BusRd or BusRdX.

Flush == S; → M.

Answers for the checked cache:

BusRd answer from memory → E.

BusRdX answer from memory → M.

BusWB as an answer from another cache If BusRd was requested, → S. If BusRdX was requested, → M.

Requests from other caches:

BusRd If state is I: No Answer. If state is not I: → S; Answer.

BusRdX If state is I: No Answer. If state is not I: → I; Answer.

Flush == S or I; → I; No Answer

4.1 Analytical Evaluation

Assuming an error-free communication network, the

proposed method detects all coherence errors visible to the

checker. Note that by coherence errors we mean illegal

changes of the coherence protocol states in cache lines.

These errors can be due to faults in the new state generation

logic, or faults in the storage elements holding the current

states. In addition, some communication errors such as the

absence of answers to issued requests are covered.

A coherence state error is visible to the checker when the

controlled cache broadcasts any message related to the cor-

responding cache line, either a request or a reply. The mes-

sage contains the current coherence state of the line, which

is verified by the checker. In addition, the absence of an ex-

pected reply to requests from other nodes in the system can

signal errors. For example, an illegal transition of a valid

line to the I state will lead to the absence of a reply to a read

request. Thus, coherence state errors are not detected in the

lines which, after the errors appear, never send and receive

requests, and are never written back to the memory.

Consider a cache line which, after its coherence state be-

comes erroneous, is never addressed by requests from other

nodes in the system and is never evicted. When the node’s

task execution completes, this line will be written back only

if it has been changed by the local CPU, i.e. if its current

state is M. The lines in other states do not have to be writ-

ten back, because they have a valid copy in the memory.

In this situation, the erroneous M state will be detected by

the checker, when the line is written back. Illegal transi-

tions from the state M to another state will also be detected,

because it does not write back, as expected. Illegal transi-

tions from any state to I will also be detected, if the local

processor tries to access the line, because the correspond-

ing read request will be issued to the memory system. If the

local processor does not access the line anymore, it has no



influence on the data integrity, and the error can be safely

ignored. Only the illegal transitions from a non-M state to

the states E and S are not covered so far. Their possible

combinations and the probable consequences are listed be-

low:

• Illegal transition from E to S. This transition is harm-

less, because the local processor still reads valid data

from the line, and does not write to this line.

• Illegal transition from S to E. This transition is also

harmless. The local processor still reads valid data

from the line. If the line is written, however, it will

silently change the state to M. Then, the line in the state

M will eventually try to write back, and the checker

will detect the error.

• Illegal transition from I to E or S. These transitions

are the most dangerous for the proposed method. They

can lead to local reads receiving garbage. On the base

of this garbage other (correct) cache lines can be up-

dated, and the data integrity will be violated. This case

will not be detected if the line is never evicted or ref-

erenced again from outside. Experimental results in

Section 4.2 demonstrate that this rare situation is not

likely to appear in practice.

To summarize, the proposed method covers all harmful

single errors in cache coherence states, except illegal tran-

sitions from state I to state E or S in cache lines which are

never referenced from the memory system and are never

evicted later. Many multiple errors are also covered, except

those that assign back the correct state to the cache line be-

fore it is checked.

The undetectable single error cases described above are

due to the fact that the cache never broadcasts any messages

related to the erroneous lines. This problem could be solved

by forcing a broadcast of the line states at a certain time.

Because the local CPU does not know which lines are in er-

roneous states, it has to broadcast the states of all lines. The

checker then verifies all the lines. This operation introduces

a network bandwidth overhead, and should be performed as

rarely as possible. An error may propagate from a node to

the system only when the node updates the shared memory,

i.e. writes back. Thus, a possible solution is to broadcast

the states of all the cache lines at every cache write back.

4.2 Experimental Evaluation

To evaluate the fault coverage of the proposed method

experimentally and to validate its correctness, a cycle-

accurate multiprocessor simulator based on the UNISIM

environment [2, 1] has been used. The original simula-

tor available in the UNISIM public repository has been ex-

tended to support the proposed technique and to inject faults

into the cache coherence states. Simulations have been con-

ducted on a shared memory CMP with two PowerPC 405

32-bit RISC cores. Every CPU has a private data cache,

connected to a bus. The cache contains 128 lines, each of

the size 32 bytes. The cache is 2-way set-associative. A

DRAM memory is also connected to the bus. The simula-

tor implements the MESI protocol to maintain cache coher-

ence.

The checkers implementing the logic described in Sec-

tion 3.2 have been designed and integrated into the simu-

lated multiprocessor as shown in Figure 1. A fault injector

has been implemented which changes the current coherence

state of a cache line to a different state, chosen randomly.

This simulates both the faults of the cache controller logic

and the faults in the storage elements holding the current

state. The injection time and place is controlled by a random

number generator. The injection frequency is controlled by

a user-defined injection period. A synthetic benchmark has

been used which lets different nodes perform read and write

accesses to shared memory locations. This ensures that

many coherence actions take place. The output produced in

the presence of faults has been compared to the correct out-

put to determine if the faults have affected the final result,

which is of most importance for the end user. The fault in-

jection frequency was varied from extremely high (roughly

one fault per 100 clock cycles) to low (one fault per simula-

tion).

14380 simulations with one or more injected faults have

been performed. 6290 times the checker detected the er-

ror(s), 2466 times the simulator detected the error(s), and

5624 times the simulation finished with undetected faults,

but the faults did not propagate to the output and did not

corrupt it (these are escapes). We see the following possible

causes of the escapes: the faults were injected into cache

lines which were never referenced again in such a way that

wrong data propagated in the system (see Section 4.1), or

the faults were masked, i.e. the following fault(s) returned

the correct state, or the state was changed by future coher-

ence transactions. None of the simulations finished with

undetected faults and corrupted output. The theoretically

possible situations in which undetected faults violate the

system data integrity and affect the output (see Section 4.1)

never occurred in our simulations. This provides additional

evidence that they are, indeed, very rare.

The storage overhead needed for the tags and coherence

states of each checked cache line in the checker for the sim-

ulated cache configuration can be calculated as follows. The

32-bit address consists of a 21-bit tag, a 6-bit index, and

a 5-bit block offset. Only the 21-bit tag and 2-bit MESI

state need to be saved on the checker for each cache line.

Since every line stores 32 bytes of data, the overhead is
21+2

21+2+32·8 = 0.08, which is 8%.



5 Conclusions

This work has presented a technique to dynamically ver-

ify the cache coherence protocol operation on snooping-

based multiprocessor systems. The widely used MESI co-

herence protocol has been analyzed in detail. A careful

design and a limited speculation (such as accepting ille-

gal E to M state transitions which are considered safe for

system data integrity) allowed to completely avoid any per-

formance overhead for the MESI protocol. This suggests

that applying a similar approach to other protocols can also

be done with limited or no performance overhead. The

hardware cost is constant per processing node: for every

cache, a fixed amount of redundant logic (the checker) is

required. Thus, the technique is scalable. In addition, ev-

ery checker contains copies of all the tags of all cache lines

in the checked cache, which introduces approximately 8%

overhead for the simulated architecture.

Only a few simple changes to an existing system are re-

quired to support the technique. The checkers can be easily

integrated by connecting them to the communication net-

work so that they can snoop all the messages. The message

has to be extended with a few additional bits (3 in case of

the MESI protocol and 2-way set-associative caches). The

cache controllers need a simple modification to integrate the

information about the way number and the current coher-

ence state into every message they send.

The technique addresses faults in the logic controlling

the coherence transactions, and in the storage elements

holding cache line states. Almost all single-fault scenar-

ios are covered, except for a few rare cases described in

Section 4.1. Experimental results show that these cases are

very rare. None of over 14 thousand simulations finished

with undetected faults leading to corrupted output. Further-

more, the technique can be strengthened by using multiple

checkers per cache if very high error rates are expected.

To provide a full system coverage, the proposed tech-

nique is assumed to be used in combination with other

detection and/or correction techniques. These techniques

would cover the faults within the nodes, and the net-

work faults which are only partly covered by the proposed

scheme. Note that while the logic (except the cache coher-

ence controllers) and memory on all the nodes need extra

protection, the coherence checkers proposed in this work

do not necessarily need to be error-free. This is because the

cache controllers are essentially duplicates of the checkers,

thus they check the operation of each other.

The technique presented in this work aims at a fail-safe

operation. To enable recovery, some modifications are re-

quired, because in the fail-safe mode error detection latency

is unpredictable. For example, to implement checkpointing,

the caches can submit the states of all the lines to the check-

ers for verification. If no errors are detected, a checkpoint

can be made. This, however, is likely to introduce perfor-

mance overhead. Extensions of the proposed technique to

support recovery as well as applications to other than MESI

coherence protocols are planned as future work.
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